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VentureBeat - The Colonial Pipeline ran-
somware attack a year on: 5 lessons for 
security teams 

“With encryption-in use data protection, should adversaries break 
through perimeter security infrastructure and access measures, 
structured as well as unstructured data can [and] will [be] undeci-
pherable and unusable to bad actors – making digital blackmail 
significantly more difficult, if not impossible,” Raman said. 

ComputerWorld - Enterprise mobility 
2022: UEM adds user experience, AI, auto-
mation  

Essentially combining enterprise mobility management (EMM) 
tools with PC management tools, UEM platforms help companies 
manage and protect a range of devices including smartphones, 
tablets, laptops, and desktop computers across multiple operating 
systems — all from a unified interface. 

VentureBeat - Report: 36% of security 
pros have adopted hardware-assisted cy-
bersecurity 

The report reveals that the top areas of focus for security innova-
tion within organizations today are automation (41%), security at 
the silicon level (40%), cloud migration (40%) and education and 
training (38%). 

eWeek - 5 Cybersecurity Threats That 
Aren’t Going Away 

As CIOs, CISOs, CTOs, and IT managers think about boosting cyber-
security strategies, they should consider what happened in the 
year prior and what might potentially get worse. Below are some 
of the cybersecurity threats that remain stubbornly consistent – 
and must be guarded against at all times. 

VentureBeat - As data privacy laws ex-
pand, businesses must employ protection 
methods 

Another area where the laws differ is how each defines sensitive 
data. The CPRA’s definition is extensive and includes a subset 
called sensitive personal information. The VCDPA and CPA are 
more similar and have fewer sensitive data categories. However, 
their approaches to sensitive data are not identical. 

VentureBeat - Report: 36% of security 
pros have adopted hardware-assisted cy-
bersecurity 

The report reveals that the top areas of focus for security innova-
tion within organizations today are automation (41%), security at 
the silicon level (40%), cloud migration (40%) and education and 
training (38%). 

5/10/2022 11:00 am MST SonicWall - Elevating Your Firewall Protection to the Cloud 

SmartMetric Says Its Biometric User 
Fingerprint Credit Card Technology 
Stands to Save Card Merchants Bil-
lions of Dollars 

SmartMetric, Inc. has made substantial improvements in its biometric 
card that include a state of the art miniature solid state rechargeable 
battery. Also a sophisticated hardware solution that distinguishes a live 
fingerprint from a fake one. 

Apple, Microsoft and Google an-
nounce plans to enable passwordless 
authentication for billions of devices 

In supporting the FIDO standard, these vendors will enable billions of 
consumers to log in to devices and online services without the need for 
passwords, but instead using their fingerprint, face, or device PIN. 

Cisco adds predictive networking SaaS 
options to improve uptime and secu-
rity 

Cisco’s predictive networks work by gathering data from myriad telem-
etry sources. Once integrated, the AI engine learns the patterns using a 
variety of models and begins to predict user experience issues, provid-
ing problem-solving options. 

Attackers Use Event Logs to Hide File-
less Malware 

The first stage of the attack involves the adversary driving targets to a 
legitimate website and enticing the target to download a com-
pressed .RAR file boobytrapped with the network penetration testing 
tools called Cobalt Strike and SilentBreak. 

Mosyle raises $196M for its mobile 
device management platform for Ap-
ple devices 

Today, mobile device management (MDM) provider Mosyle announced 
the general availability of the Apple Unified Platform, a solution that 
combines MDM, endpoint security, entity management, and application 
management into a single solution for deploying and managing Apple 
devices. 

Corporate virtual private network 
provider Tailscale raises $100M  

Tailscale pitches itself as offering a secure network that just works. 
Tailscale’s VPN requires zero configuration and can be installed on any 
device in minutes. The service manages firewall rules and works from 
anywhere. 

GitHub to enforce 2FA for all code 
contributors by the end of 2023 

GitHub has announced that two-factor authentication (2FA) will be 
mandatory for all code contributors through GitHub.com by the end of 
2023, building on a slew of recent security developments at the Mi-
crosoft-owned code-hosting platform. 

ShiftLeft’s AppSec tool secures vulner-
abilities that attackers are likely to 
exploit 

ShiftLeft’s AppSec code security platform, ShiftLeft Core, enables enter-
prise’s to use static application security testing (SAST) and software 
composition analysis (SCA) to scan application code and third-party li-
braries for security issues and vulnerabilities. 

API Security Innovator Traceable AI 
Lands $60 Million Series B 

Traceable AI is the only API security platform that discovers, manages 
and secures APIs for enterprises. 

Kintent raises $18M to simplify cyber-
security compliance for companies 

“To do that, we need a future where vendors and customers use APIs to 
truthfully share security and compliance information with each other. 
So, instead of zero-trust, Kintent will create a world of transparent, 
measurable trust – where trust in business is programmatically verified 
at all times.” 
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